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Abstract

Summary

When the FE method is applied to partial differential equations such as in solid mechanics only global a posteriori error estimates can be given. For the momentum balance equations in solid mechanics, however, also error estimates for local quantities of the approximate solution are possible based on the application of duality principles. Such dual methods suggested by Johnson/Hansbo have been applied successfully by Suttmeier/Rannacher to problems involving material nonlinearities as well as contact and by Ramm/Cirak to linear and nonlinear analysis of shell structures.

For the equation of motion, a hyperbolic differential equation, also procedures based on duality considerations have been proposed e.g. Suli. Ramm/Cirak/Maute based on suggestions by Eriksson. If the latter are used for a global error estimation, mesh modifications are almost impossible or very difficult to include. At least only linear transient problems can be analyzed with such a procedure. For wave propagation a local - in time - error estimation is performed by Aubry et.al., where the backward analysis needed applying duality is only applied in one load step. With the Discontinuous Galerkin scheme for time integration mesh adaptation is performed in each load step. However, the examples presented give no indication, how tolerances are set, which accuracy is reached and how the time step size enters the accuracy measures. Similar analyses have been performed by Neumann/Schweizerhof/Riccius (Buenos Aires) based on the consideration of Suli using this as an error indicator.

Within the current contribution the duality idea is used to modify the FE mesh within the analysis of the transient problem, however, a procedure as in statics is followed. Thus the same dual problem as in the standard static equations of equilibrium is used, neglecting the inertia terms. This has the consequence that general propagation problems cannot be treated and the application is restricted to stationary resp. quasi-stationary vibration problems. Then also only mesh refinement can be considered.

The numerical examples, plate and shell structures, analyzed show that the exact error of the local quantity, on which the duality idea is applied, is really smaller than following an error estimation with global error estimators and subsequent mesh modification as proposed by Riccius/Neumann/Sf. Thus a more efficient mesh can be achieved with the dual method. A closer look at the time history of the results, however, reveals that the estimated errors - dual and global estimator - and the exact error show major differences. This is the result of the phase error introduced by the spatial approximation. A rather small error in the lower eigenfrequencies which cannot be avoided with reasonably efficient FE meshes results in a major phase error after some cycles of vibration. This error is mostly larger than any error introduced by the time integration scheme. In order to achieve an idea about the quantity of the mentioned phase error an estimation of the eigenfrequencies, as proposed by Wiberg et.al is needed.

The numerical examples - shell structures under transient loading followed by a stationary vibration - show that with this combination of methods a reasonable error estimation for local quantities
seems to be possible.
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